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We consider some implications of the generalized Riemann hypothesis using 
Ihara’s zeta function on infinite unramified Galois extensions of number fields. Our 
main result is, assuming the generalized Riemann hypothesis, that there is a positive 
constant c such that for any prime number p b 0 there is a prime q < c(log p)* such 
that qp-’ f 1 (mod p’). I?; 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
In 1983, Yasutaka Ihara Cl] found a pioneering result concerning 
infinite unramified extensions of number fields. To exploit his result we 
start with the following notations: 
K an algebraic number field of finite degree over Q. 
M/K an infinite unramified Galois extension of K. 
P runs over all non-archimedean primes of K. 
f(P) residue extension degree of P in M/K. 
N(P) absolute norm of P. 
w(P, s) = 
1 
0 if f( P) is infinite 
log N( P)/(N( P)f(p’s - 1) 
if f( P) is finite, where s is a real number. 
S, set of all archimedean primes of K. 
P, runs over all archimedean primes of K. 
(log 87~ + y + n/2)/2 if P, is real 
a(P,)= log8z+y 
i if P, is imaginary, where y is the Euler constant. 
d absolute value of the discriminant of K. 
One of Ihara’s results is: 
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If the generalized Riemann hypothesis (GRH) is true for all finite 
sublields of M, then 
c w(P, l/2) + 1 a(P, ) d (log d)/2. 
P P, 
In answering the question whether the first summation can be 
non-empty, Ken Yamamura [7] found the following. 
Let K be a CM field of finite degree, K+ the maximal 
totally real subfield of K. Let C be a set of finite primes of 
K. Let r’ denote the number of finite primes of K+ which 
are ramified in K/K+ and none of its extension to K 
belongs to C. Let ri = [K+ : Q], H = cardinality of C. If 
then there is an infinite unramified pro-2-extension M of K 
in which all primes of C split completely. 
Our main result is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume GRH. Then there is a positive absolute constant 
c such that for any prime number p 90, there is a prime q so that 
q < c(log p)’ and qp- ’ is not congruent to 1 mod p2. 
Few primes satisfy the relation qp- ’ = 1 mod p2 . p = 1093 is the smallest 
solution of 2p- i = 1 mod p2. Though many people believe that there 
are infinitely many primes satisfying 2p- i = 1 mod p’, no single prime 
satisfying 
2~~i=3~~1=1 mod p* 
was discovered. Yet, a Mirimanoff type criterion for the first case of 
Fermat’s conjecture is like this [4]: If the first case of Fermat’s last 
conjecture is false for a prime p, then 
2~-I=3~-1=5~-~= . ..= 83~~1~1 mod p*. 
Unconditionally, there is an explicit function G(N) [4] so that p > G(N) if 
2~-1=3p~l= . . . = (Nth prime)P-’ = 1 mod p2. 
But it is known that G(N) is a bounded function. The above proposition 
shows one probable way to blow p up to infinity if one can draw “many” 
Mirimanoff type congruences from the failure of the first case of Fermat’s 
last conjecture. 
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Proof of Proposition 1. Let p be an odd prime. Suppose that 2p-’ = 
1 mod p2. Let K= Q,(n), where Q, is the first layer of the Z,-exten- 
sion of Q. Then K+ = Q, and d=4pp4(pP1). Let ql, q2, . . . be the ascending 
sequence of all prime numbers which are congruent to 1 mod 4. Suppose 
that for the first N prime numbers qi, 1~ i ,< N, we have qp- ’ = 1 mod p*. 
Then any of qi, 1 d i < N, splits completely in K/Q. Let C = {J : J is a 
prime of K; J divides qi for some 1 < i,< N}. Then H = 2pN. In K/K+, p 
distinct prime ideals of K+ over 2 ramify. So r’ = p, r, = p. From the condi- 
tion r’ 2 3 + 2 dm, an infinite unramified pro-2-extension M/K 
exists if H6 (p’- lOp+5)/4. Let N satisfy H< (p”- lop+ 5)/4. For 
example, N < -2 + p/8 will work. Then certainly 
c w(J, l/2) + c a(P,)< (log 4Pp4’pp “)/2 assuming GRH. 
C pm 
Now a formula of Atle Selberg [S] gives us that, for sufficiently large 
p, C (log q)/q > c log x if the summation is over prime numbers q satisfying 
q <x, q = 1 mod 4 (c will denote floating positive absolute constants). 
With this we will prove a very crude lemma to estimate the first 
summation. 
LEMMA 2. 
1% 41 + 1% 92 log qN 
112 
41 





ProoJ Let S denote the summation on the left side. The function 
f(x) = x-‘I* log x is strictly decreasing on the interval (e*, cc). Since N > 
cqN/lo!? qN % 
l”g(qN - 4a) 
(qn -4a)“’ ’ 
so 
S2 J 
a + ’ log(qN - 4t) dt 
0 (qN - 4t)“2 
2bdqN-4a-4)Jf+’ (q ~4tl,,2dt 
N 
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loi? qN. 
This proves Lemma 2. 
So we get 
Hence 
qg2 6 c,(log PI. 
Let us assume that P is an odd prime integer such that re I( (p - 1) and 
Y >c,(log p)” for some fixed a>2. The author does not know whether 
there are infinitely many such prime pairs (p, r). Let K+ be the unique 
totally real subfield of Q (pth roots of unity) whose degree over Q is r. Let 
K= K+(n). Let q,, q2, . . . be the ascending sequence of prime numbers 
which are 1 mod 4. Suppose that for the first N prime numbers q,, 
1 Q id N, re does not divide the order of qi modulo p. Then any of q,, 
1 6 i 6 N, splits completely in K/Q. Let C = (J : J is a prime of K; J divides 
qi for some 1 <i < N). In K/K+, r primes over 2 ramify. So r’ = r, r, = r. 
So from the formula r’> 3 + 2 ,/o, an infinite unramified 
pro-2-extension M/K exists if Hb (r2 - 10r + 5)/4. Let N satisfy H 6 
(r’ - 10r + 5)/4. N < -2 + r/8 will work. Then certainly 
C W(J, i/2) + C a(~,,,) d (log 4’~” ‘I)/2 with GM-L 
c P, 
Once again, for sufhciently large p, 
: w(J, l/2) > c,rqi’. 
Hence we get a contradiction if q,,, > c&log p)‘. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume GRH. Let p $0. Let us assume that r is an odd 
prime integer such that rr 11 (p - 1) and r > c,(log p)” for some fixed a > 2. 
Then there exists an absolute constant c8 such that, for some prime 
q < c,(log P)~, the order of q module p is divisible by r’. 
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